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By ALISON WICKLINE
THE PARTHENONA group of Marshall Uni-versity administrators, faculty and students met Monday to discuss the uni-versity vision statement. The Vision Statement Team, which is a strategic planning subcommittee, is working on developing a new vi-sion statement for Marshall within the changing univer-sity environment. Monday’s meeting was the second session of an ongoing initiative to plan for Mar-shall’s future.Tracy Christofero, pro-fessor of technology management, said a vision statement is necessary for a university to move forward and succeed.“We have to plan for the future, and we have to have a goal for where we want to go,” Christofero said. “A vi-sion statement gives you a path to where you want to be…it may be lofty and un-attainable but that gives us something to continually work toward.”
Team meets 
to devise 
university 
five-year 
vision plan
By ANDREA STEELE
THE PARTHENONManhood, scholarship, perseverance and uplift: these are the four cardi-nal principles and what it takes to be a part of Omega Psi Phi, a fraternity whose chapter was founded on Marshall University’s cam-pus in 1971.The fraternity was the 
first international fraternal organization to be founded on the campus of a histori-cally black college.Omega Psi Phi was founded Nov. 17, 1911, at Howard University in Wash-ington, D.C. The founders were three Howard Univer-sity undergraduates, Edgar Amos Love, Oscar James Cooper and Frank Cole-man. Joining them was their faculty adviser, Dr. Ernest Everett Just.Vice president of Omega Psi Phi, Raqueese Harris said that the chapter was active on Marshall’s campus until 2009. The fraternity re-grouped in the fall of 2012.“Our motto is Friendship is Essential to the Soul,” Har-ris said. “[The Fraternity is] based on friendship, as well as brotherhood.”The chapter is made up of a diverse group of men, Harris said, and they strive for setting themselves apart by portray-ing different roles on campus. 
See VISION | Page  5
Omega Psi 
Phi fraternity 
reactivates at 
Marshall
By MAGGIE SMITH 
THE  PARTHENONMarshall University received an award Monday afternoon for the school’s efforts in eliminating smoking on campus. Dr. Harry Tweel, director of the Cabell County Health De-partment, presented the award to university President Stephen J. Kopp from the Cabell County Coalition for a Tobacco-Free En-vironment. Tweel said it was in recognition of the university’s efforts to develop a smoke-free campus. Tweel, who practiced as a pulmonologist and critical care physician for 43 years, explained the dangers of smoking to au-dience members. Among the potential risks listed were ad-diction, lung cancer and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease.Tweel explained to the audi-ence that people who began smoking as teenagers had a higher risk of addiction.“At the same time, it is really critical that we try to allow not 
only the faculty, but the students of this university to have the op-portunity not to have to breathe their own smoke or somebody else’s, and we encourage them not to smoke,” Tweel said. “Be-cause if they can get through those late teens and early twen-ties without doing it, they’re less likely to have a life-long addiction.”Marshall’s Dean of Student Affairs Steve Hensley also spoke at the event before introducing Tweel. Hensley said the university has to make a statement in defense of everyone’s health, and that the policy put into place was some-thing that those who implemented it knew was right in their hearts. The ban was put into effect July 1, 2013, and prohibits smok-ing on or in any property owned, leased or managed by Marshall.Hensley said that though smoking is not illegal, it is still not tolerated on campus. “It is important to remember that smoking is not a crime, it 
is a violation of Marshall Uni-versity policy and we will take appropriate action to help stu-dents and employees and our visitors understand that we ask them to comply voluntarily, and right now that is sort of the mood we are in,” Hensley said.Kopp explained to the au-dience that his own mother passed away at the age of 46 from lung cancer, and shared his hope for a healthier campus. “I believe, as Steve indicated, we will all be eventually suc-cessful in changing the culture to something that is healthy and promoting of health with Marshall University,” Kopp said.Kopp told audience members that everyone has a responsi-bility to help educate members of the community and visitors about the environment Marshall is creating for them, the staff, fac-ulty and students.
Maggie Smith can be con-
tacted at smith 1769@
marshall.edu.
University awarded for smoke-free campus
 LEXI BROWNING | THE PARTHENON   
Marshall Univeristy president Stephen J. Kopp addresses the crowd at the 
“Smoke-Free Campus” ceremony Monday inside the Shawkey Room.
By ANDREA STEELE
THE PARTHENONMemorabilia from the past found its way home to Mar-shall University.A framed Marshall jersey, proudly displaying the num-ber 82, and a faded football team photo were donated Monday to the Foundation Hall.The items were donated by Sharon Holbrook from Cincin-nati, Ohio, who was friends with the late Jack Repasy, a victim in the 1970 plane crash that took the lives of 75 people. Jack Repasy was a wide re-ceiver for Marshall and he was one of three students that came from Moeller High School in Cincinnati. Mark An-drews and Bob Harris were 
the other two students that came to play football from Moeller.These guys were the golden boys,” Holbrook said. “I think it was important for them to stay together.”Holbrook still lives in Cin-cinnati with her husband, Mike, and came to Huntington to present the memorabilia.Repasy’s sister, Julie Repasy, was also a good friend of Hol-brook’s. Julie Repasy died in August, at age 60, from pro-gressive supranuclear palsy.Holbrook was named a beneficiary and requested anything from Jack Repasy’s football career that was left. She brought along with her a Cincinnati newspaper from 1969 with an article featuring Repasy’s football career.
The team photo donated had hung for years inside of Julie Repasy’s mother’s house alongside other items from Jack’s football career, Hol-brook said.Bringing the items Monday stirred up a lot of memories for Holbrook, she said.Holbrook recalled pledging with a sorority at the Uni-versity of Dayton when she heard the news of the crash. She received the news from a girl she grew up with that lived in the same hall as her. Holbrook said she still gets emotional as she recalls the details of hearing of the crash.When Holbrook heard the news, she immediately got a ride back with her room-mate’s boyfriend, who was 
also a Moeller High School graduate, and returned home.Holbrook remembers the funeral mass at Moeller being packed full of friends and fam-ily to remember the boys.“Jack was like an older brother to me,” Holbrook said. “He had no fear.”Holbrook said that Repasy’s parents were present at the East Carolina game of 1970 and offered to drive him, as well as Andrews and Harris, back home but the young men declined and 
flew back with the team. The tragedy brought Hol-brook and Julie Repasy closer together.“It created a stronger bond be-tween us,” Holbrook said. Holbrook recalled going to Cali-fornia after “We Are… Marshall” came out in 2006 to see it with Julie.
“I don’t think that I knew the history well enough to be critical or critique it,” Holbrook said. “But I re-member Julie thinking it was well done. She knew a lot of the people portrayed in it personally.”Holbrook said it has been interesting seeing these items again, especially seeing the picture of Jack.“If Julie had been well enough, I’m sure she would have been here doing this,” Holbrook said. “I think this is what Julie would have wanted if she were still alive today.”The Foundation Hall at Mar-shall is the final resting place for Jack Repasy’s memorabilia. 
Andrea Steele can be 
contacted at steele98@
marshall.edu.
Late Herd wide receiver’s jersey to rest in Huntington
Marshall accepts 
1970 plane crash 
victim’s memorabilia
ANDREA STEELE | THE PARTHENON
Mike and Sharon Holbrook of Cincinatti stand with memoribilia 
from late Marshall University football player Jack Repasy 
inside of the Marshall University Foundation Hall on Monday.
By CAROL J. WILLIAMS
LOS ANGELES TIMES (MCT)A new episode in Canada’s political soap opera aired Monday when the Toronto City Council voted to strip Mayor Rob Ford of much of his budget and staff, an act of frus-tration by a governing body lacking the legal authority to remove the foul-mouthed, drug-using magistrate.The motions were debated in a contentious, belabored session chaired by Ford in his role as head of city gov-ernment and repeatedly interrupted by his brother, Doug, also a council member, calling the session a “kanga-roo court” bent on ousting an elected leader.The 44-year-old mayor has admitted to smoking crack cocaine, buying illegal drugs and driving drunk. He has also used obscene language and graphic sexual innuendo during interviews on live television.In live video streamed by CTV News and other Canadian 
media, Ford at one point was seen being shouted down by angry spectators when he forced a recess amid tough questioning. Many of the 44 members of the City Council spoke in favor of reining in the mayor, with only his brother and a couple of allies disrupting the debate with accusations of politicking on the part of those behind the motion to 
curb Ford’s influence.
By MICHAEL A. MEMOLI
TRIBUNE WASHINGTON BUREAU (MCT)For the third time in as many weeks, Republicans in the Senate blocked a vote on one of President Barack Obama’s nomi-nees to the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia, spurring Democrats to renew their threat to change long-
standing filibuster rules.As expected, the Senate voted largely along party lines, 53-38, to end debate on the nomination of Robert L. Wilkins, cur-rently a U.S. district judge, falling short of the 60 votes needed to proceed to a con-
firmation vote.Last week, in a similar vote, Republicans blocked the nomination of Cornelia “Nina” Pillard, a Georgetown law professor. Pa-tricia Millett, a Washington attorney who 
worked in the Office of the Solicitor Gen-eral, was blocked on Oct. 31.
Caitlin Joan Halligan, another Obama nominee, withdrew from consideration in March after Republicans voted against her nomination for a second time.Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid, D-Nev., speaking before Monday’s vote, slammed Republicans for rejecting an-other “exceedingly capable nominee” for what he characterized as “blatantly politi-cal reasons.”“Republicans have blocked these nom-inees solely to deny President Obama his constitutional right to appoint judges,” Reid said, calling it a violation of an earlier bipartisan agreement to only block nominations in “extraordinary circumstances.”“No senator has questioned the char-
acter, ethics or qualifications of the three women that have already been rejected for the D.C. Circuit,” he said. “No one has 
questioned the character, ethics or qualifi-cations of Judge Wilkins.”
In May the Senate confirmed Srikanth Srinivasan to the D.C. Circuit Court, the 
first such confirmation in seven years to what is considered the second-highest court in the nation.
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By MASON HAYNES
THE PARTHENONMarshall University stu-dents got a chance to spend an evening with the stars Monday in the Memorial Stu-dent Center as they explored career paths they can take.Chris Miller, owner of Dutch Miller KIA, along with Joy Dalton from Hunting-ton’s Kitchen, came to speak to the students.Miller said that proper ed-ucation and talent are skills necessary for anybody to have a good career.“Education and success are two different things,” Miller 
said “I think the defining characteristics of anybody that is successful is grit.” Dalton also explained in her speech that students should motivate themselves.“You have to keep push-ing yourself and I encourage 
you guys to set goals,” Dalton said.Kevin Hall, junior second-ary education major, said the event gave him future plans to pursue his career. “I plan to have a great piece of advice after I leave with my degree,” Hall said.Amy Lorenz, assistant director of Housing and Res-idence Life, sponsored the event and believed that the students learned something from the program.“So far it’s been a warm, comfortable event for stu-dents to know business people on a business level,” Lorenz said.Food and drinks were pro-vided to those who attended the event and questions were taken afterward.
Mason Haynes can be 
contacted at haynes75@
marshall.edu.
Obama 0 for 3 as GOP blocks 
another DC Circuit nomination
Linda Agne, who lost her former father-in-law Joseph Hoy and his sister Frances Hoy during Sunday’s tornado, pauses Monday as she looks over 
the Hoy’s farm in New Minden, Ill.
ROBERT COHEN | ST. LOUIS POST-DISPATCH (MCT)
Tornado outbreak brings late-fall terror to Midwest
By MATT PEARCE, CARLOS SADOVI 
and MICHELLE MANCHIR
LOS ANGELES TIMES (MCT)At least six people were killed and dozens more hurt when an unusual No-vember tornado outbreak hopscotched through the Midwest on Sunday, leaving destruction in its wake.Twisters and thunderstorms more reminiscent of spring than fall savaged communities in Illinois, Missouri, Indi-ana and Kentucky with punishing winds and heavy hail. Survivors poured into hospitals with broken limbs and other wounds from flying debris.An NFL game at Soldier Field in Chi-cago had to be suspended as football fans evacuated to the concourses, taking shel-ter from a line of storms. The stadium was spared, and the game between the Chicago Bears and the Baltimore Ravens resumed after a nearly two-hour delay.Elsewhere, the unseasonable twisters seemed to collect victims at random.There were 80-year-old Joseph Hoy and his sister Francis, 78, whose bodies were found in a field about 100 yards 
east of his Washington County farm-house in Illinois, where he raised exotic animals. Officials said the siblings had taken shelter in the house.Then there was the Memphis, Tenn., punk rock band Pillow Talk, packed into a GMC Suburban on an interstate almost 200 miles north, just east of Peoria, Ill. The tornado arrived looking almost like a mist, band members said, then vio-lently spun their vehicle around three full times, slashing their faces with bro-ken glass.But they survived largely unharmed, saying in an interview that they sus-pected all the amps and instruments in their trailer helped anchor them to the ground.The storms knocked out cell towers and made it impossible to form an exact accounting of the damages and casual-ties by nightfall.In the communities of Washington and Pekin, Ill., about 150 miles southwest of Chicago, at least one person was killed and 37 injured as a twister destroyed en-tire blocks of homes, leaving a small sea 
of broken wood and insulation reminis-cent of larger tornado disasters in Joplin, Mo., and Moore, Okla.Jeff Siltman was blowing leaves out-side his home in Washington when he heard a roar coming right for him. He glanced over his shoulder and saw a fun-nel cloud dropping from the sky.Siltman screamed for his family — including five children — to head for the basement as the sound of shatter-ing glass filled their home. When they emerged, the house was leveled, but they had all survived.Siltman considers himself lucky: Ev-erything ruined was replaceable, he said outside a makeshift help center at a church, a few blocks from the remnants of his home.Theresa Vancil, 41, of Pekin watched the funnel form through the window of her eighth-floor room at Pekin Hospital, where she was in labor with her fifth child. She got an alert on her phone: tornado.
Toronto Mayor Rob Ford defiant 
despite gutted authority
Students spend evening with the stars
Ford
Young American adults aren’t moving as much as they once did
By DON LEE
TRIBUNE WASHINGTON BUREAU (MCT)The rate of Americans moving to a new home fell back in the last year mostly because young adults were stuck in place.The report Monday from the Census 
Bureau reflects the Great Recession’s lingering effects particularly on young people, many of whom continue to struggle to obtain credit and secure income gains to move to a new home or apartment.
Analysts were surprised by the latest findings as the overall domes-tic migration rate — the share of the nation’s population that moved — had risen to 12 percent in 2012 after dropping to a record low of 11.6 percent in 2011. Experts had thought the gain in 2012 marked the beginning of what might be a gradual recovery, but that increase turned out to be short-lived as the share of moves fell back to 11.7 percent this year.
The main factor behind the decline was short-distance moves, or relo-cating within the same county. These moves account for the bulk of all moves that Americans make, and un-like long-distance moves, which are generally made for job reasons, these are largely because people want to go out on their own or desire new or bet-ter housing.The overall rate of short-distance moves fell to a post-World War II re-cord of 7.5 percent from 7.7 percent in 
2012. And that was mainly because of the decline in mobility among young adults ages 25 to 34, said William Frey, a demographer at the Brookings Institution who analyzed the Census Bureau’s data.Although young adults have made more long-distance moves in the last two years compared with a re-cord low in 2010, reflecting some improvement in the labor market since the recession, their short-dis-tance move rates have yet to turn 
up, dropping to a new record low in 2013.A separate Census Bureau report earlier this month showed that the home ownership rate for Americans under 35 years old was 36.8 percent in the third quarter of this year, down from 42 percent in the third quarter of 2007, just before the recession began. For all ages, the home ownership rate was 65.3 percent in the third quarter versus 68.2 percent in the same quar-ter of 2007.
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Women’s basketball 
comes up short against 
Morehead State, 53-51
ANDREA STEELE | THE PARTHENON
Senior forward Orlandria Williams takes a contested shot against Morehead State, Monday in the Cam 
Henderson Center. 
By KARLYN TIMKO
THE PARTHENONThroughout her time as a member of Marshall University’s volleyball team, se-nior Dorothy Rahal has continuously made a name for herself.After top-notch performances in 120 matches, the Venice, Fla., native is spec-ulated to be one of the best liberos in program history.  What a way to spend a collegiate career.Rahal said she wouldn’t have been able to make it this far without the direction she has received throughout the years.“I give credit to all of my coaches,” Rahal said.  “My high school coach, Head Coach Jacobs, Taylor Strickland and Kimberly Martinez, our previous assistant who took me under her wing.  Each of them has 
given me the confidence and guidance I’ve needed.”
Aside of the impressions her coaches have been able to make on her, Rahal has been able to leave other kids of impres-sions—like numbers in the record books.  After four seasons Rahal has compiled an impressive 1,623 digs, just 135 digs shy of the program best record of 1,758 held by Maggie Arias.  In her senior season, Rahal tallied a ca-reer-high 33 digs during the Herd’s faceoff against University of Texas at El Paso Nov. 1.  Those 33 digs are the most in Marshall history since the NCAA went to a 25-point per set rule in 2008, and the fourth most in history.  She has also recorded the best digs-per-set average in program history with 4.45.Rahal said despite her impressive num-
bers, she is not satisfied.“I want to ensure that I go out with a bang,” Rahal said.  “I will do exactly what 
I have been doing, working hard and play-ing with pride for the name on the front of my jersey. I just hope my legacy is strong enough to be remembered.”Rahal is one of only three seniors that hope to be remembered after the conclu-sion of the 2013 season, alongside of Laura Der, Clarksville, Ind., and Sacha Byous-Mc-Connel, Rancho Cucamonga, Calif.  Rahal 
said finishing up her final year has been bittersweet.“I’m sure it will hit me more later on next semester,” Rahal said.  “I have done all I can to make sure I leave this program better than it was. I gave hours of dedication in hopes that the next generation continues on our work ethic.”
Rahal and her team finished the regular season 15-15 overall and 8-6 in league play, 
Rahal leaves volleyball team with legacy
MONTY GREEN | THE PARTHENON
Senior libero Dorthy Rahal (left) digs out an 
attack during a Herd volleyball game at the 
Cam Henderson Center. 
HERDZONE.COMSenior outside hitter Laura Der and junior setter Sammie Bane has been named to the Conference USA Volleyball All-Academic Team, the league announced, on Monday.“I’m very proud that we continue to have players recog-nized for the main reason they are here,” coach Mitch Jacobs said. “Academics are stressed in this program. It’s wonderful to see Sammie and Laura re-warded for the dedication they put into their studies.”Der, who owns a 3.9 GPA in advertising, was also voted to the Capital One District II First Team which advances her to the national all-academic ballot for Marshall. In 2012, the outside hitter was named to the All-Conference USA First Team and C-USA All-Academic Team. She also earned a spot on the C-USA Commissioner’s Honor Roll and received the C-USA Commis-sioner’s Academic Medal. On the court, Der leads the team with 315 kills this season, av-eraging 3.42 per set and has tallied 283 digs. Der reached the 1,100-career kill plateau against Charlotte on Oct. 26.Bane has a 3.93 GPA in exercise physiology and psychology for the Thun-dering Herd and has won the award for the second consecutive time. The set-ter was selected to the 
C-USA Commissioner’s Honor Roll last season and has been named C-USA Set-ter of the Week twice this season and four times in her career. Bane has dished out 1,246 assists on the season, averaging 10.56 per set, and has helped paced the Herd to a .202 hitting percentage.
Volleyball’s Der, Bane receive 
all-Conference USA honors
DER
BANE
By ANDREW HARRISON
THE PARTHENONMarshall University’s wom-en’s basketball team came home to the Cam Henderson Monday night to start its long six game home stand. The Herd lost a heartbreaker to the More-head State Eagles 53-51.“You are what you are when adversity hits,” head coach Matt Daniels said. “It’s just growing pains.”The game started off slow both teams struggling to score. 
The Herd struck first with a layup by senior guard and for-ward Suporia Dickens. From there it was a tug and war battle as the Eagles clogged the paint forcing Marshall to shoot from the outside.With 11:54 left in the first half, the Eagles had shot 2 of 11 from the field having a low 18 percent shooting per-centage from the floor.  The Eagles also struggled to give themselves a chance as the team was held to zero second chance points at the mark.
At the end of the first half Marshall had shown strength on the boards having out re-bounded Morehead State by 14 rebounds as the Herd ended with 28 total rebounds in the 
first half.  The Herd was able to hold off the Eagles from getting many offensive rebounds as the 
team kept the Eagles to two of-fensive rebounds.“I try to rebound as much as possible,” junior forward Chika Ezeigbo said. “Coach Kemper always tells me to be an elite rebounder so I try my best in that area.”The Herd received help from the bench as 11 points came from the reserves. The half ended as both teams continued 
to still struggle from field and 
finding it even more difficult to connect from shot taken from the three-point line. At the beginning of the sec-ond half the Eagles came out as a different team. Marshall, who had controlled the game from tip off, found it chal-lenging to stymie the Eagles offense.Morehead State continued to chip away at the lead as it hit the 12:02 in the second half, when the Eagles had climbed within three points, as the score was 34-31 still in favor for the Herd.
Unlike the first half More-head States leading scorer Terrice Robinson turned it on 
as she struck fire in the second half of play as she scored 21 of her total 27 points in the sec-ond half.“I also do not think you can let someone score 27 points on you,” Daniels said. “But as 
you can tell we are a work in progress.”With 1:04 seconds left, a series of crucial moments 
shaped the final of the game. Erica Woods was fouled as she knocked down both free throws to give Marshall the lead 51-50. With six seconds left in the ball game Marshall was unable to stop the slicing and dicing by the scoring threat of Robinson as she got to the paint for the and-one attempt.“I kind of take it person-ally. I’m a senior, I should be able to communicate with the younger ones,” senior for-ward Erica Woods said. “The game plan was to switch ev-erything. It was just a lack of communication.”Completing the and-one the Herd got the ball in sophomore point guard Norrisha Victrum’s hands with six seconds left as she spend past midcourt and missed the layup shot attempt to end the game.“She did as he asked,” Woods said. “You win some, you lose some. Just get up and try to get better.”The Thundering Herd will be back in action Sunday when it faces Indiana State in the Cam Henderson Center.
Andrew Harrison can be 
contacted at Harrison96@
marshall.edu.
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EDITORIAL
Voice your opinion. It is your right. Answer our poll at 
www.marshallparthenon.com or tweet us your answer at @MUParthenon.
YOU CAN BE HERD
The Parthenon, Marshall University’s student newspaper, is published 
by students Monday through Friday during the regular semester and 
Thursday during the summer. The editorial staff is responsible for news 
and editorial content.
CONTACT US: 109 Communications Bldg.|Marshall University|One John Marshall Drive
Huntington, West Virginia 25755|parthenon@marshall.edu|@MUParthenon
The Constitution of the
United States of America
Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of 
religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging the 
freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of the people to 
peaceably assemble; and to petition the Government for a redress 
of grievances.
THE FIRST 
AMENDMENT
Please keep letters to the edi-tor at 300 words or fewer. They must be saved in Microsoft Word and sent as an attach-ment. Longer letters may be used as guest columns at the editor’s discretion. Guest col-umn status will not be given at the author’s request. All letters must be signed and include an address or phone number for 
confirmation. Letters may be edited for grammar, libelous statements, available space or factual errors. Compelling 
letters  that are posted on The Parthenon website, www.mar-shallparthenon.com, can be printed at the discretion of the editors.
The opinions expressed in 
the columns and letters do 
not necessarily represent the 
views of The Parthenon staff.Please send news releases to the editors at parthenon@marshall.edu. Please keep in mind, letters are printed based on timeliness, news-worthiness and space.
GUIDELINES FOR SENDING LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Online Polls
What do you think of the controversy 
surrounding the Miami Dolphins?
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It’s harrassment, plain and simple.  51%
There’s been no wrongdoing.           14%
Further investigation is necessary.   34%
How many wins do you expect from 
Marshall’s men’s basketball team?
More than 20
15 to 20
Fewer than 15
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COLUMN
COLUMN
MCT CAMPUS
By GINA BARRECA
THE HARTFORD COURANT (MCT)“What’s the purpose of study-ing the humanities: literature, languages, philosophy, history and the arts?”I needed to come up with a good answer to this question. You see, legions of administrators orchestrating the funding and therefore designing the structure of higher education have insisted that it’s essential to build our col-leges and universities around the study of “useful” subjects — pri-marily math, chemistry and the handling of foreign currencies — to the near exclusion of the humanities.I don’t think it’s such a hot idea.Administrators who market (their verb, not mine) education as a passport to success instead 
of defining it as pathway to knowledge are, essentially, advo-cating for the training of workers rather than for the education of citizens.Of course we want our daugh-
ters and sons to find useful and 
profitable work when they grad-uate from college, if indeed they are fortunate enough to have been able to attend one, but we also need to remember that a real education is not simply the acquisition of a set of skills. Each of us — regardless of birth or class — deserves to be part of the larger conversation that cul-ture provides.Ever listen to what the people who really run things discuss? CEOs, CFOs, politicians from all parties, designers of both ball gowns and software, song-writers, engineers, surgeons, museum curators and producers of non-reality-based television programming? They don’t talk 
about work: They find common ground in culture. They talk 
about books, films, art, music and poetry. Maybe they talk about the roller derby; it depends on 
the crowd. You’ll find surgeons reading Alice Munro and engi-neers mourning the loss of Lou Reed while comparing him to Leonard Cohen.And there’s another reason to study poetry: As one honest friend declared, the study of lit-
erature can be justified by the fact that nobody ever charmed a girl by reciting an equation.
Public universities are in par-ticular danger of contorting and, at their worst moments, crip-pling their student body if they 
define themselves as simply a way for students to get better jobs. In such a caged context, col-leges are in danger of becoming service institutions: We will train the Workers of the World, sure — only we won’t give them any-thing in the humanities to unite them, inspire them, sensitize them or enlighten them.Many humanities divisions within universities are being disassembled by administrators who create an atmosphere of scarcity even where none exists. They promote a false hierar-chy positioning those who have higher-earning jobs after gradu-ation as more valuable students than those who take a more cir-cuitous route to success.Some argue the days of fur-thering or bettering oneself through a liberal arts education are gone, but that’s true only if “furthering and bettering” means “making more money.” If that’s the case, then let’s just teach our kids to write ransom notes.Authentic advancement and achievement mean understand-ing what it is to be a true citizen and not a repeater of unexamined platitudes, a compassionate and self-reliant human being, a good parent, a caring member of the community, and somebody who can be trusted to teach the next generation something other than greed, territoriality, anger, out-rage, bitterness and a blinkered vision of the unmapped parts of the world — and the mind.Getting a real education is learning how to dance. You dis-cover within yourself a grace and rhythm because you carry knowledge inside yourself; it is not only yours, it is you. The cult of information, in contrast, is like reciting “one-two-three, one-two-three” while biting your bottom lip and staring at the outline of footprints on the 
floor. And if you’re stuck look-ing for the directions because you don’t have it in you and you thought you could fake it, buy 
it, find a synopsis of it or skip it altogether?What a tragedy: not only aren’t you hearing all the music — you’re also missing all the fun.
Humanities are at the 
heart of  real education
Zimmerman not guilty, but that doesn’t mean innocent
George Zimmerman is at the forefront of our national news yet again. This time it has nothing to do with Trayvon Mar-tin, but that doesn’t mean Martin is long forgotten.For more than a year, news reports de-picted Martin as the innocent teenager simply walking home from a convenience store and Zimmerman as the man who ra-
cially profiled Martin and made him a target.Or, it was the reverse. Martin was a de-linquent up to no good and Zimmerman was a vigilante.There was a divide between protecting Martin’s memory and wanting to believe Zimmerman’s innocence.The actual facts of the case were mixed and weighted with uncertainty, asking more 
questions than what they could answer, but the truth seemed to hide somewhere underneath and revealed that perhaps Zim-merman wasn’t entirely innocent.  And so, uproar ensued July 13 when Zimmerman was acquitted of second-de-gree murder and manslaughter.
Unlike most high profile defendants who virtually disappear after an acquit-tal, Zimmerman has managed to remain in the news. 
The first time occurred not even two weeks after his trial ended when he res-cued a family from an overturned SUV in Florida. This heroic action supported the not guilty verdict and furthered the belief that the justice system had not failed.After this, it would seem Zimmerman 
would surely remove himself from the public eye, but once again he did not.In September, Zimmerman was taken into custody after a dispute involving his wife and her father. He was later released without having been charged.The most alarming incident was Mon-day when Zimmerman was arrested after an altercation with his girlfriend and charged with aggravated assault, battery domestic violence and criminal mischief.We may never know all the details of what happened that night in Februrary 2012. However, it’s clear now, more than ever, that Zimmerman is not a man with a steady moral compass.Zimmerman may have been found not guilty, but he certainly isn’t innocent.
By TOMMY D. G. FERRELL
COLUMNISTIn the several weeks that I have been writing this column, I believe I have made one thing universally clear:  I like to com-plain. It seems that, week to week, I am either urging radicalism upon some soup-of-the-day social problem affecting college students or I am using (my personal) legis-lative idealism to illustrate a utopian view of what we could be at Marshall University. Is that bad, though? At the risk of sounding more self-serving than I already have in this column, for which I vehemently apologize, don’t think so.Over the past couple weeks, “complain-ing,” insofar as it is a general concept, has been something I have discussed with friends. As I have told them, my actual po-sition is quite clear and simple, and it is an idea I offer to you as we approach the Thanksgiving holiday:  Fight as hard as you can to right whatever is wrong, but don’t waste breath if you’re not going to push for that change.I am surrounded by blessings. Casting 
aside whether you may believe in their en-dowment arising from the grace of one or more deities, the little chunks of happiness 
that fill my days truly make every moment worth it.  Leading up to this break, I have done more lab-based work than I knew I could write, I have eaten few meals outside of 
my bedroom or the office, and I even went woozy and found myself knocked uncon-scious in Drinko after an all-night writing spree.  It has been rough, but, with the love and support of those around me, along with a great deal of any sporadic excess funding going to my Starbucks reserve, I have gotten through.  Not only do my friends, my family and some cat videos keep my going during the tough stuff, but, also, they keep me from grumbling in the process.This is where it all ties in, everyone. Yes, I am heavy on the encouragement against stuff I don’t like on this page each week; 
however, when I reflect upon all that I am thankful for, I also consider the strength and encouragement those people, things and ideas provide for me to accomplish 
doing what I know is right.  In short, while I am thankful for my blessings, I am far more thankful that they keep me going so that I may bless others.
As a matter of personal faith, I firmly believe that we are provided what we are provided so that we may, on our own terms and on our own understandings of right and wrong, spread the joy (or eliminate those things which hinder it). Besides all of the wonder in my life, I cannot imagine any-thing that would keep me working hard and speaking out for what I believe and what I envision.  This is why I “complain.”  This is 
why I “fight…for that change” I had previ-ously mentioned. Our blessings are the nourishment for our true potential.This Thanksgiving, be happy for your blessings. Share that appreciation with God and the ones in your life who make it possible. Above all, though, recognize what you can do for someone else, and recog-nize that, at the end of the day, that can-do comes from what you do have.
Tommy D. G. Ferrell can be contacted 
at t.ferrell@marshall.edu.
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2 x 8.0While most organizations create vision statements that cover about a five-year range, Marshall’s team is working to create a more sustainable statement that will extend beyond five years. Participants were asked to discuss in groups keywords and concepts surrounding Marshall. Tradition, diver-sity, and positive, engaged learning were some common themes throughout these discussions. Innovation and research were also ideas that some participants thought 
were important to Marshall. Maurice Cooley, program director of the Center for African-American Students, said the vision statement has to be something that people can understand and identify with.
“I think we have to find what types of things we hold closest to our hearts that will say who we are in 20 years,” Cooley said.Jan Fox, senior vice president for information technology, said identifying what Marshall’s presence will be in the future is necessary.“We have to find what we will be known for in 10 years…what will people 
think when they hear Mar-shall,” Fox said.The students involved in the discussion were mem-bers of one of Christofero’s graduate classes, which fo-cus on strategic planning and team building. “This gives them the op-portunity to practice their skills on something they know and love-Marshall,” Christofero said. “Plus, it allows them to work with faculty and administrators and give them their point of view.”Meetings will continue until each of the four groups has de-veloped a full vision statement. 
The four final vision state-ments will be presented to the university community for a vote. Marshall President Stephen J. Kopp said it’s im-portant that the statement chosen reflects the choice of all members of the Marshall community. “The statement that is cho-sen will represent the future and direction of the univer-sity,” Kopp said. “It will show us what resonates with people and how they view Marshall.”The Vision Statement Team will meet again Dec. 2. 
Alison Wickline can be 
contacted at wickline19@
live.marshall.edu.
VISION
Continued from Page 1
Harris is in the ROTC, an-other Omega brother is a pastor and the president of the fraternity plays football for Marshall.The fraternity is small, but Harris hopes to grow the group in the upcoming months.“Our goal is to keep adding numbers and staying active,” Harris said. “A lot of people aren’t familiar with the frater-nity. We want to get our name out there and let people know who we are.”Damion Garrett, senior business major and presi-dent of Omega Psi Phi, said they want to bring together 
a fraternity full of men with leadership abilities. “I met a guy in junior high who took me under his wing and inspired me to do some-thing more with life,” Garrett said. “To become a man.”Harris said he had role models throughout high school and into college and that he wants to do the same for someone else. “I want to be able to help someone reach their full po-tential,” he said. The fraternity is planning an interest meeting later in the month for men interested in becoming a member of Omega Psi Phi.
Andrea Steele can be 
contacted at steele98@
marshall.edu.
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New mothers and babies soon flooded the halls of the maternity ward, and Vancil shot a video with her cellphone.She had considered nam-ing her baby Winter, but now thinks Dorothy might be more appropriate. “The Wizard of Oz” is one of her favorite movies.“We could call her Dotty for short,” Vancil said.The twisters and thunder-storms kept moving, with power outages reported as far north as Detroit.In Kokomo, Ind., the wind picked up a patio table and drove it legs-first into the wall of a business, leaving it hanging like a sideways chandelier, according to im-ages circulating on social media.Fifty miles southwest, in Lebanon, Ind., the winds knocked over the walls 
of a bank as if they were cardboard instead of brick, police said.One twister’s path in-cluded the little riverside community of Brookport, Ill., where a tornado made what officials called a “di-rect hit” on two trailer parks containing at least 50 mobile homes.At least two people were reported dead in Brook-port, which is separated from busier Paducah, Ky., by the Ohio River. Storm victims made their way across the river, with at least 10 people arriving at Baptist Health Paducah for treatment.Emergency medical re-sponders tried to revive one woman as they drove her across the river, to no avail, said McCracken County, Ky., Deputy Coroner Ryan Johnston.They got her to Paducah, he said, but she didn’t survive.
TORNADO
Continued from Page 2
Obama named Wilkins, Pillard and Millett for the three remain-ing open seats in June, leading Republicans to accuse him at-tempting to appoint more liberals to a panel that is currently evenly divided between Democratic and 
Republican appointees.Republicans accused Demo-crats of having used similar tactics to deny President George W. Bush the ability to 
fill the same vacancies in his second term. They accused the Democratic majority of engaging in a “political exer-cise” on judicial nominations 
to distract from issues with the new healthcare law.“There is no crisis on the D.C. Circuit, because they don’t have enough work to do as it is,” said Sen. Charles E. Grassley, R-Iowa, the top Republican on the Judiciary Committee. “But there is a crisis occurring right now all across this country as a 
result of Obamacare.”Sen. Mitch McConnell, R-Ky., the minority leader, said Demo-crats should instead focus on calling votes for nominees to other federal courts around the country, where vacan-
cies are classified as “judicial emergencies” due to the heavy workload.
RAHAL
Continued from Page 3
“The citizens of this great city have the right to know about the important work that we do,” Councillor Raymond Cho said, referring to media attention being drawn away from legitimate city business by what he called the mayor’s “crazy train.”Council member Kristyn Wong-Tam said she supported the restriction of Ford’s pow-ers because the mayor was 
flouting the law and refusing to respond to a police sum-mons for questioning in drug cases.“It’s not our job as council-lors to stage an intervention,” Councillor Adam Vaughan said. But the mayor’s behav-ior and vulgarity have forced the council to take action to 
restore confidence in the city and its leaders, he said.James Pasternak, another council member, said the may-or’s antics had “sucked the oxygen out of this chamber” 
and brought the worst kind of publicity to Toronto.Ford, the last to speak during the nearly four-hour debate, re-
mained defiant.“This is nothing more than a coup d’etat,” he said. “What is happening here today is not a democratic process. It’s a dicta-torship process.”As he has done since the scandal escalated three weeks ago, Ford tried to pass off his trespasses as neither unique nor indicative of addiction. He said he could name at least two 
other council members with drunken driving offenses and quoted the Bible in calling on those without sin to cast the 
first stone against him.Ford then read a brief note of advice from the city’s Integrity Council advising him to recuse himself from the vote, which he did.The motion, after 23 separate votes on individual provisions to slash Ford’s funding and transfer most important func-tions to Deputy Mayor Norm Kelly, passed 36-5.
MAYOR
Continued from Page 2
play, a record that was good enough to se-cure them the No. 4 seed at the Conference USA Tournament.  Rahal said as the tourna-ment rapidly approaches, she remains to keep her eyes on the prize.“My goals are simple-to win,” Rahal said.  “I don’t want to win for me or my 
own pride, but I want to win for my school.  We de-serve it, not just so I am remembered but so that we are remembered.”The Herd will hit the road for the Alumni Memo-rial Gym in Murfreesboro, Tenn., where they will face the winner of No. 5 North Texas and No. 12 Florida Atlantic at 3 p.m. Friday. 
Karlyn Timko can be 
contacted at timko@mar-
shall.edu.
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Eusebio Del Rosario prepares Filipino pastries at the Fil Bake Shop in Delano, Calif., Nov. 12. 
Facing unprecedented crisis, a stoic 
community unites to take action
By DIANA MARCUM
LOS ANGELES TIMES (MCT)By 4:30 a.m. the line was out the door at the tiny Fil Bake Shop. Farmwork-ers were picking uppandesal _ Filipino sweet bread, for another day in the fields.Lourdes Talactac chirped "good morn-ing" and asked customers "How many breads?" in English, Spanish or Tagalog, the national language of the Philippines. It was like other mornings, but some-how different, she said last week.Desperation in the Philippines, devas-tated by one of the largest storms ever to hit land, is growing. The cries for help resonate deeply in California, home to 1.5 million Filipino-Americans, and in this Central Valley town north of Bakers-field in particular.Delano, population 52,000, is where Filipino workers staged the first grape strike in 1965, later teaming with Cesar Chavez. A third of the town is Filipino, and most have family and property in the islands."We're here this morning, but all of us are really over there in our minds," said Talactac, whose family home in Bo-hol was damaged by a magnitude 7.2 earthquake on Oct. 15. She was already sending money to island neighbors put out of work by that disaster.
"What do we do?" she said. "We have to do something."The bakery is the center of Delano's Filipino community. It was much quieter than usual, Eusebio Del Rosario said as he squeezed rows of cream cheese on pastry for Filipino ladyfingers. The chat-ter and laughter were missing."Mostly we just keep it to ourselves and pray for them,"he said.Tessie Patricio started the bakery 32 years ago. She hasn't changed her prices _ six sweetbreads for a dollar, since the day she opened."We are working for the sake of these people _ they can't afford to pay more," said Patricio, 67. "And to give the Fili-pino people a place to come for their breads in the morning."Jan Allianic, a retired prison official, said that after the typhoon, she spent two days crying, glued to the Filipino cable channel. Then she went to the bakery."I thought, 'This is too big. We're go-ing to need a center point and it will be Tess,'" she recalled.Patricio was considering setting out a tub for donations. But she was hesitant.She was sure the farmworkers, both Filipino and Mexican, would give, "but some of them can't afford to lose that $1 or even 25 cents."
She was also sure the Filipino land-scapers, nurses, and agricultural managers who come a couple of hours later in the morning would donate. "But these people are already sending money home every month and they send a little to their children at college," she said.The usual routine, because natural disasters are not uncommon in the is-lands, would be for everyone to simply send money directly to someone they knew who was affected.But this time there are bodies in the streets and unprecedented misery."We're going to have to come together. We're going to have to do something big-ger," Patricio said.Patricio had been reading up on non-governmental organizations, private charities and the Philippines' reputa-tion for public corruption, trying to decide whom to trust with donations."This is an agricultural community. We are used to hard work, living from day to day. We can manage to give more," she said. "But it cannot go to waste."Patricio came from the Philippines as a young woman with a degree in education. But in those days, Filipinos were treated as second-class citizens. The male laborers by contract were not allowed to marry or own property.
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"My apartment is too nice to listen 
to rap in. If somebody works at 
Starbucks, they don't drink coffee 
at the crib."  — Kanye West 
TOP 10 BEST FILMS OF 2013
“The Hunger Games: 
Catching Fire”
“Delivery Man”
“Philomena”
“Is the Man Who is Tall 
Happy?”
OPENING 
THIS WEEK
KANYE QUOTE OF THE WEEK
EDITORS' PICKS: YEAR'S BEST
By TANYA ABBETT
THE PARTHENONThanks to a grant from Create Huntington, Brandon Mitchell refurbished a local house venue know as Funky Towne and has been inspired to start his own business. Mitchell, a 24-year-old Huntington resi-dent, has been booking live music shows since he was 18. About two years ago, Mitch-ell began booking these shows at a local house venue, Funky Towne. “Funky Towne started when the com-munity spent a summer discussing the possibility of a new all-ages space in Hun-
tington, and when we couldn’t find a bar space or a business space to do shows in, we decided to use our house,” Mitchell said. “I think that providing a safe space for people who identify as LGBTQ and radical-minded people and people younger or disenchanted with the bar scene is what kept us going. There aren’t any outlets for people who don’t want to drink or be around people that drink. Providing that and maintaining 
DIY attitudes are what has kept us afloat and successful.”Since Funky Towne’s beginning, national 
touring acts such as Paul Baribeau, Defiance Ohio, Ghost Mice, Kepi Ghoulie and Inter Arma have performed at the house venue. 
“My personal favorite show was the Defi-ance, Ohio show,” Mitchell said. “It was also our biggest show to date with over 120 peo-ple in the house.”Mitchell said Funky Towne books local bands and artists on most shows, providing an opportunity for them to gain exposure by sharing a show with well-known acts. “Funky Towne isn’t just a space for punk music,” Mitchell said. “It’s an art space, so music of all genres has been played here. It’s not uncommon to hear a noise band on a bill with a folk band or a hip-hop group on a metal show. It gets boring hearing six bands that sound the same on a show, so we like to mix it up and expose people to music or bands they wouldn’t otherwise come see.”Mitchell said he was surprised Funky Towne received the $500 grant from Create Huntington. “I never thought Huntington would be ac-cepting of an all ages music scene, so when we got the grant to repair the PA system, it was a really exciting situation,” Mitchell said. “Combined with the money we raised from 
vegan-dinner benefits and shows, we were able to replace broken microphones and repair speakers. After two years of shows non-stop, we were long overdue and it was really a 
blessing to not do all of that out of pocket be-cause when we do shows, none of the money stays in the house. It instantly goes into the gas tanks of the touring bands that play.” Mitchell said booking shows and seeing bands coming in with merchandise, in addi-tion to being in his own band, gave him the idea to start his business, Pins and Needles. “Because I’m in a band, I know how dif-
ficult it can be to get good deals on merch,” Mitchell said. “In a do-it yourself scene, the point is doing it yourself and cutting out the middle man while building community and sharing skills. Instead of looking for the best deal, I became my own best deal. I can set my prices where the purchaser gets a good 
deal and I still make a profit. No one feels like they’re being cheated.” Pins and Needles currently provides cus-tom one-inch and one-and-a half-inch buttons for bands, businesses and individuals. “The best part about buttons is that from a consumer standpoint, they’re cheaper than a $5 CD or a $10 T-shirt,” Mitchell said. “For a band, the cost is low enough that even selling a button for a dollar or donation provides you with an opportunity to have a 
really high profit margin and advertise your band. I also do custom orders of pop culture themed buttons. Anything you can dream up 
that will fit on a button face, I can make.”Mitchell’s business will eventually have a full-service screen printing press for T-shirts, patches and everything in between. “Professional print shops charge an arm and a leg for set-up fees and require large quantities of shirts to be ordered,” Mitchell 
said. “I’m specifically catering to crowds of people who don’t need 500 T-shirts in an order. That’s not to say you couldn’t order 500 T-shirts from me, but ideally this is for bands and people who want short runs of shirts or patches at economical prices.”Mitchell said while house shows are a necessary part of the DIY scene, he hopes to expand outside of the living room with his music and his business in the future.“The hardest part about maintaining an all ages venue is having an income outside of the shows to help offset costs such as utilities and rent,” Mitchell said. “With any luck, my button and printing business ven-ture will allow me to have a business and a venue within the same space that can ac-commodate more than a houseful of people. At the rate our scene is growing, we’re going to need it.”
Tanya Abbett can be contacted at ab-
bett@marshall.edu. 
Local musician 
supports touring acts
The Foreign One You Didn’t See Yet Be-
cause You Never Send Back Your Netflix 
DVDs
The One That Was Actually Really Bad 
But It Made You Laugh
The One About Zombies Because There’s 
Always One About Zombies
The One That Almost Literally Takes You 
Out of This World
The Cute Animated One That You Secretly 
Thought was Hilarious
The End-Of-The-World Thriller Where Ro-
bots Fight Aliens
The One with a Bunch of Authentic-Feeling 
Regional Stereotypes
The One ... or Six From the Marvel Comic 
Books
The One By the Famously Exacting Director 
with the Great Script and the Oscar-Win-
ning Actor
The One Where You’re Going Insane 
Waiting Around for the Crazy Thing to 
Happen, Then It Happens
SUBMITTED PHOTOS
LEFT: Brandon Mitchell makes 
buttons (RIGHT) for bands to 
sell when they perform at Funky 
Towne. Mitchell chose buttons 
because they are cheaper for both 
consumer and producer than CDs 
or T-shirts. 
BELOW: Mitchell's band, Pins and 
Needles, performs. 
MAY THE COOKIES BE EVER IN YOUR FLAVOR
Cookie Monster stars as Cookieness Evereat 
in a "Sesame Street" remake of "The Hunger 
Games: Catching Fire." Evereat, along with 
partner Peeta (played by an actual pita), 
takes the Hungry Games arena for a second 
time to compete in the much more delicious 
games."The Hungry Games: Catching Fur" 
is the latest addition to the show's "Cookie 
Crumby Pictures," alongside parodies in-
cluding "True Mud" and "Homelamb." 
IN NO PARTICULAR ORDER
